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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
ROBERT B. SHELDON, and , 
WANDA T. SHELDON, his wife, ; 
Plaintiffs-Appellantsf 
vs. ) Case No. 14156 
0. PAUL DeJULIO, and : 
HENRIETTA B. DeJULIO, his 
wifef ) 
Defendants-Respondents. 
BRIEF OF DEFENDANTS-RESPONDENTS 
NATURE OF THE CASE 
Plaintiffs sued to quiet title to a tract of land, which 
included a portion of a tract of land deeded to defendants. 
Plaintiffs also sought recovery of damages for alleged trespass. 
By answer and counterclaim defendants disclaimed any interest 
in any land except the land deeded to defendants9 to which 
defendants asserted title in fee simple9 and they also sought 
damages for trespasses allegedly committed by plaintiffs, for 
a permanent restraining order, and for other judicial relief0 
DISPOSITION IN THE LOWER COURT 
By conference in chambers it was agreed with the Trial 
- 1 -Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
Judge that issues relating to record title be separated from all 
issues pertaining to damages9 and if the parties were unable to 
agree on title9 the title issues would be tried first by the Judge9 
then subsequently any issues as to damages would be tried by jury© 
Plaintiffs presented their title evidence and rested^ Be-
fore defendants and counterclaimants could complete presentation 
of their evidence9 the trial was recessed on February 139 1975 ? to 
February 21f 19759 at 2:00 P* M* (R. 203)• Plaintiffs did not re-
turn for further trial® On April 289 1975* defendants and counter-
claimants filed motions for summary judgment served that day on 
plaintiffs® counsel9 with notice of hearing for May 89 19759 at 
10:00 A© M» The motions were argued May 89 1975© The Court 
granted summary judgment on May 30§ 1975? in favor of defendants 
DeJulio of "no cause of action11 with respect to that portion of the 
plaintiffsfdeed description which overlapped onto deed description 
of defendants1 land9 and summary judgment quieting titleiin defend-
ants to land described in counterclaim, and restraining plaintiffs 
from trespassing on said land of defendants. 
RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL ,., 
Plaintiffs-Appellants by appeal seek reversal of the summary 
judgment in favor of Defendants-Respondents and a new trial by jury 
on all issues of fact. Respondents seek affirmance of the judgment. 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
There are very few actual facts related in the so-called "State-
ment of Facts" in the Brief of Appellants9 pages 3 to 6 or in the 
- 2 - • 
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"Argument" in the Brief of Appellants* Weston L* Baylessf Esq** 
original counsel for plaintiffsf withdrew after being served with 
copy of summary judgment relating to title on May 30f 1975* (R« 
46)* Neither Roger S* Blaylockg Esq** nor Don L* Bybeef Esqds> 
appeared in this case prior to the appeal (R* 563 58)& Although 
they designated the "entire record" (R* 64)f the actual record on 
appeal as filed September 159 1975 * did not include any of the 
exhibits 1 to 5 and 7 to 23 in evidence* The record as filed 
(withoutfany exhibits) was not even withdrawn for preparation of a 
brief9 for 60 days^ or until November lk$ 1975* 
Two days after the Brief of Appellants was filed on December 
2f 1975$ it was discovered that none of the exhibits had been sent 
to this Court* Counsel for respondents then requested the Clerk 
of the District Court to send to this Court the exhibit envelope 
(12 by 15 inches) containing all of the exhibits* to enable counsel 
to prepare the Brief of Respondents* Those exhibits were not re-
ceived until two weeks after the Brief of Appellants was filed* 
That explains why appellants1 counsel did not refer to any exhibits 
by number in his "Statement of Facts", nor atate the contents of 
even plaintiffs1 own exhibits numbered 1-P to 4~P and 17-P to 22-P* 
The meagerf although inaccurate assertions offered as a "Statement 
of Facts"f seem to emphasize the unfamiliarity of appellants8 
present counsel with any of the proceedings prior to appeal* There 
is no reference in appellants1 "Statement of Facts" to any pages 
in the record on appeal* 
In the opening paragraph of the "Statement of Facts" on 
page 3 there is extracted some unproved allegations of plaintiffs1 
- 3 -
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complaint (with some embellishment), without expressly stating 
that plaintiffs sued to quiet title and also sought damages in-
cluding punitive damages for alleged trespass on plaintiffs0 land* 
(R# 1-2)® By paragraph 4 of their complaint plaintiffs alleged: 
"Defendants claim and assert an interest in part of the above-
described land adverse to plaintiffs," (RQ 2) without describing 
the area of conflict• On page 4 of their brief* appellants say 
that "defendants counterclaimed for damages, abatement of nuisance, 
costs, a restraining order, punitive damages, slander of title*" 
Such statement is inaccurate9 for by their answer and counterclaim 
defendants DeJulio alleged ownership in fee simple of the land des-
cribed in their deed, alleged that plaintiffs have no right, title 
or interest therein; that plaintiffs in May 1971 commenced a camp-
aign of harassment on defendants* land including wilful acts of 
trespass upon defendants f land and by maliciously and falsely 
shouting that the lines of defendants land were not as long as 
claimed? and by throwing weeds and rubbish on defendants* land 
and by destroying trees and other vegetationf and by creating a 
nuisance© Defendants sought an injunction to restrain plaintiffs 
from committing further trespasses and waste on defendants® land. 
( R . 9 ~ l 6 ) o , ' • • , - • - : . ,,:-..•:••..; . 
On page 4 appellants contend erroneously that "Defend-
ants filed an amendment to include quiet title
 # 0 &
u
 However, 
defendants never changed any allegations of their counterclaim. 
They only amended the prayer of the first claim* (R9 24-25)• 
There are numerous inaccuracies, indicating that counsel 
was not familiar with the facts or the contents of the exhibits 
- 4 - : 
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plaintiffs themselves offered in evidence^ Exhibit 4-P (Sheldon 
abstract of title) pages 14, 15-20f 23-29* On page 4 he incorrect-
ly says: 
"The deeds presented to Judge Snow show a chain of title 
to the point where Thomas S& Newman was the common grantor of 
these propertiesf they being in the North West 1/4 of Section 14 
T 2 S R 1 E SLB and M." His statement is correct only with respect 
to land within the Northwest quarter of the Northwest quarter, for 
the East half of the Northwest quarter of Section l4f comprising 
most of the DeJulio land9 was patented to William Jo Waymen as 
shown at page 11 of Exhibit 23-D^ the DeJulio abstract of title© 
On page 5 counsel is in error in stating that 
flThe East-West controversy arises because the sec-
tion is approximately 21 feet too long and the deeds describe 
different areas on the ground depending on whether they start 
at the 1/4 center or on the section corner and whether the 
surplus is apportioned or claimed or disclaimed*" 
None of the deeds started from the nl/4 center", unless he refers 
to the Southeast corner of the Northwest quarter of the Northwest 
quarter of Section l4« At the time Reuben S& Newman, predecessor 
in title to plaintiffsf received his warranty deed in 1930, there 
was no conflict with respect to the westerly boundary line of the 
land owned by Bertha V& Wright (predecessor in title to DeJulio) 
and the easterly boundary line of the Reuben S* Newman land* This 
is shown in the Sheldon abstract of title, Exhibit 4-P at pages 
20f 23-29* The conflict did not exist between the westerly line 
of the Bertha V# Wright tract and the easterly line of the Reuben 
S* Newman land down to 1934* As to the respective deeds« there 
was a gap between the westerly line of the Bertha V« Wright land 
-.5 -Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
with a bearing of south 20 30f east 77*5 feet, and the easter-
ly boundary line of the Reuben S© Newman land with, a bearing ©f 
north 17° 45 s west 150«5 feet, as shown by pages 20f 25-26, and 
27-30 of Exhibit 4-P (Sheldon abstract of title J * As shown by the .: 
plat Exhibit 5-D prepared by Frank L0 Johnson, an engineer in the 
office of Salt Lake County Surveyor, who platted those deeds as 
a disinterested witness, by cordinates and by distribution of 
the surplus, and by his unrefuted testimony (R# 124-185)9 the con-
flict by overlapping of plaintiffs9 deeds Exhibits 1-P, 2-P and 
3~P over onto a portion of the Bertha V© Wright land, was due to 
a change in the point of beginning, going clockwise instead of 
counterclockwise, changing bearings and lengths of lines© Those 
changes in description from the descriptions in the deed to said 
Reuben S® Newman first occurred in deeds dated November 24, 1952, 
given by him to his two daughters and to his wife shown at pages 
of the Sheldon abstract from 42 to 45 of Exhibit 4-P* 
Respondents admit there was a correction deed to the heirs 
of William 3@ Wayman on November 28, 1924, from Thomas S« Newman, 
Caroline M& Newman, Joseph B* Newman and Bertha Newmanf but that 
deed (Exhibit 7-D) clarified the description of Bertha V* Wright 
and did not benefit Reuben S» Newman, plaintiffs1 predecessor in 
title© 
The following volunteer statement is without factual 
support in the record in any manner whatsoever, quoted from page 
5 of appellants1 briefs 
??The DeJuliofs were not content with that /correc-
tion deed./ as they in 1971 purchased the last lot in (Way-
man's) Holladay - Highlands Subdivision Noe 3 and evidence 
- 6 -
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at trial will show the lot was too small to permit erec-
tion of their home so they leveled and extended it by moving 
dirt§ fences and markers toward the Sheldons and by showing 
incorrect dimensions to get their building permit . " 
There is no proof in the record to justify such argumentative 
representations* The survey plat of the DeJulio land, Exhibit 
12-D, shows that the DeJulio land was of ample size for a home. 
The north line is 125 feet. The property has a maximum width of 
slightly over 92 feet. The DeJulio land never was a part of the 
Holladay-Highlands Subdivision No* 3* nor any lot in such sub-
division. Plaintiffs1 own Exhibit 22-P, a copy of that subdiv-
ision plat, clearly shows that appellants have made incorrect 
assumptions© The DeJulio deed, Exhibit 13-D, merely shows that 
the land description is tied to the southeast corner of Lot k 
of that subdivision. Nor is there any evidence in the record to 
support the conclusion on page 6 of appellants1 brief that all 
•fithe lots of the subdivision are displaced approximately 16 
South feet from the boundaries of the earlier form fences.ff 
There is no evidence of any such claim. 
On page 3 of their brief, appellants state: 
"Involved is a boundary between land of approximate-
ly 32 to 46 feet, as sketched:" 
Since a boundary line actually has no width,appellants apparent-
ly refer inaccurately to that part of their 1969-1970 deed des-
criptions, Exhibits 1-P, 2-P and 3~P* which overlap onto the deed 
description of land deeded to 0. Paul DeJulio and wife by their 
warranty deed of July 19, 1971f Exhibit 13-D. Said "Sketch" 
on page 3 does not comport with any of the exhibits in evidence, 
not even with the first 30 pages of the Sheldon abstract of 
title, Exhibit 4-P. Such "Sketch" fails to indicate any bearings, 
- 7 -
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courses, distances or any other detail* That "Sketch" has no 
probative value, and it illustrates nothing except the confusion 
of the one who prepared it* 
Exhibit 5-D is the plat prepared by Frank L& Johnson, an 
engineer in the office of County Surveyor, to show by coordinates 
and established by computer, the position on the ground of the 
deeds in Exhibit 4-P, pages 15 to 20, 23 to 30, and the deed to 
defendants-respondents, Exhibit 13-15© The portion of the plat at 
the right shows the deed lines by coordinates, with the bearings 
and distances© A photo copy of that portion of 5^D appears as 
Appendix f?A" to this Respondents Brief, for reference^ on a scale 
of 1 inch equals 100 feet® The enlarged portion at the left on 
a scale of 1 inch equals 10 feet is a "blow-up" of a portion 
at the right• The left portion of Exhibit 5-D is a substantial 
part of the detail at the right® Said area at the left shows 
in red lines the easterly portion of .the descriptions in the 
deeds, court orders and administrator^ deed to Reuben S# Newman 
shown at pages 15 to 17, 20, 23-2 6, and 27 to 28 of Exhibit 4-P# 
There are shown in blue lines the land owned by Bertha V0 Wright 
(predecessor in title to respondents DeJulio)f shown on the fol-
lowing pages of said Exhibit 4-Ps Pages 15 to 17f l8f 19, 23 to 
24, and 29 to 30® The deed descriptions in Exhibits 1-P, 2-P and 
3-P, to plaintiffs-appellants in 19&9 a n d 19709 &sid the descrip-
tions in deeds from Reuben S* Newman shown at pages 42 to 45 of 
Exhibit 4-Pf appear in green* The deed lines andjbearings are 
platted by coordinates with a showing of each cordinate point 
both north and east* The surplus in the Northwest quarter of 
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Section l4 was apportioned by Mr* Johnson in establishing the 
coordinates for the deed lines as shown on Exhibit 5-D$ in accord-
ance with the rules of surveying* (R* 124-185)© 
Appendix t!Bff, attached to this brief consists of a Plat-
Diagram illustrating the relationship of deed lines in the same 
colors as appear on the left portion of Exhibit 5-D, on a scale 
of 1 inch equals 20 feet* The coordinate points in terms of 
measurements calculated in feet north and east shown on Exhibit 
5-D, are not reproduced on the Plat-Diagramf Appendix flBff* To 
facilitate reference to the 22 exhibits received in evidencet a 
description of those exhibits is attached as Appendix !,Cn* 
Facts Not Stated by Appellants and Admissions of the 
Plaintiffs-Appellants 
On February 10, 1975* the issues with respect to title 
were separated from claims for damages* Following a conference 
in chambers with Judge Snow, it was stated by counsel, that in-
asmuch as the interpretation of written documents had to be made 
by the judge and not by a jury, on the recommendation of Judge 
Snow it had been agreed between the attorneys that matters in-
volving documents relating to title should be tried first by the 
judge, then claims for damages would be tried by a jury after the 
title questions had been decided by the Court* Counsel also said 
that Judge Snow asked that the parties and their attorneys go in-
to the jury room, show each other the title documents the parties 
relied on, and find out what could be agreed on* Frank L* Johnson, 
an engineer from the office of Salt Lake County Surveyor, also was 
called into the jury room* Documents were examined by the parties, 
their attorneys and also by Mr. Johnson* After counsel for defend-
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ants stated that there is an irrigation ditch partially flunied, 
on the westerly side of the DeJulio land, it was agreed that the 
attorneys and Mr, Johnson would go out to the property and examine 
it; and also attempt to locate on the ground the position of the 
southeast corner of the Northwest quarter of the Northwest quarter 
of Section l4f inasmuch as that point was the beginning point in 
the deeds under which Reuben S, Newman (predecessor in title to 
plaintiffs) got title to his land* It was agreed that the peirties 
and their attorneys return at 9:30 A, M, on February 11, 1975$ 
with Frank L, Johnson, and see if they were in agreement on title 
matters, and if not to have the title dispute submitted to Judge 
Snow without any discussion of any claim for damages during the 
trial involving title, (R. 37-39). 
On February 11, 1975« there was a further meeting, at 
which Frank L, Johnson said it appeared that there was an unrecord-
ed ditch right-of-way between the westerly line of the DeJulio land 
and the land deeded to Reuben S. Newman shown at page 20 of plain-
tiffs* abstract of title. It was mentioned that at pages 42-43 
and 44-45 of plaintiffsf abstract there were shown deeds from 
Reuben S, Newman to his wife and daughters dated November 24, 1952, 
recorded April 7$ 19539 in which the description was reversed and 
the starting point in the deed to Reuben S, Newman was changed, 
Mr, Johnson said those two deeds contain descriptions which creat-
ed an overlap onto the DeJulio land; and that the DeJulio title 
was the senior title, Mr, Johnson also said Mr, Sheldon had come 
to his office at the County Surveyorfs office the previous Thurs-
day, and after going over the descriptions in the DeJulio chain 
of title and in the Reuben S, Newman chain of title, and tfte 
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plat prepared by Mir* Johnson, Mr© Sheldon said he could see 
that he did not have any title to the land of the BeJulios* 
After such statement by Mr* Johnson^ Mr© Sheldon said that he 
had changed his mindf and that he was going to claim every 
inch of ground covered by the deeds he and his wife gotf be-
cause he had title insureince* Mr© DeJulio said he had title 
insurance to his land. He produced a copy of his title policy* 
Counsel for defendants said Reuben S* Newman had no right to 
annex part of the property of Bertha V* Wright or of Van Ess 
Wright without consent; that the Wrights had a good chain of 
title from the patentees* (R* 39-^0). 
Plaintiff Robert B* Sheldon then stated that he was 
going to have the Judge decide whether he owned all of the land 
described in his deeds» The parties and counsel then went into 
the courtroom, no jury being there* (R* 40f 75 )• 
Trial proceedings: 
After the parties came into court, counsel stated they 
were ready* Counsel for defendants and counterclaimants stated 
that plaintiffs would have to put on their evidence first, as to 
their deeds which they claim give them title} that defendants 
were not interested in the major portion of land claimed by the 
plaintiffsf but only that land of defendants to whicH plaintiffs 
claim title| an overlap or interloper as a result of change in 
description starting with the year 1952, shown by a plat pre-
pared by the plat man in the County Surveyorfs office (later 
identified as Exhibit 5-Dl (R* 75)* When counsel for plaintiffs 
attempted to talk about a "motion", defendants1 counsel said: 
" * * * we filed an answer and counterclaim, in 
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which we denied that plaintiffs have any right, title or 
interest to this property which we have described in the 
counterclaim, and as to the property which is beyond, we 
are not interested, but we
 0 » © have filed an amendment 
to the prayer that the plaintiff has no right, title or 
interest in and to the particular property which was deeded 
to the defendants in this case/1 
Counsel for defendants stated that plaintiffs had the burden of 
proving they have title to that portion of defendantsf property 
in dispute® (R* 76)* , -
Counsel for plaintiffs called plaintiff Robert B* 
Sheldon to testify, and identified Exhibits 1-P, 2-Pand 3-Pf as 
warranty deeds received in 1969 and also administrator* deed# 
Exhibit 4-P was identified as the abstract of title from the 
patentee Joseph Newman "down to the last owner at the time, 
Reuben Newman, my immediate predecessor^1 (R, 77-79)© Counsel 
for defendants objected as to entries in Exhibit 4-P which con-
flicted with defendants* description, and that there was no title 
to support the area of conflict with defendants* title* (R* 80-82)* 
On cross-examination, after evasive answers from Mr* 
Sheldon and declarations of ownership of the land described in 
Exhibits 1-P to 3-P* and failure to answer whether he ever got 
any deed from Berta V* Wright or Van Ess Wright, he finally ad-
mitted he never had received any deed from Mr* DeJulio* (R# 83-
84)® Said plaintiff admitted that he knew that Exhibit 5-Df a 
plat, was prepared by Frank Johnson, the plat man in the office 
of County Surveyor® He testified that he had asked Mr* Johnson 
to plat the descriptions in the DeJulio chain ©f title, and a 
correction deed in DeJulio9s chain of title* Mr* Sheldon first 
admitted that page 20 in his abstract of title, dated July 22, 
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1930 f was platted, then, he denied i t and said Mx\# Johnson took 
it from a J 913 deed. Mr # Sheldon then stated that page 20 in 
his abstract "is part of my chain, of title©11 (R# 85-86}© He 
s 1 11: !«s e < 1 u e n 11 y a d 111 i i ; t e d t h a t h e kn e w t h a t t h e s t« 1 r t i n g p o i n t • I n 
the deed to Reuben S.# Newman was the southeast corner of the 
Northwest quarter of the Northwest quarter of Section 1 4| that 
the fa r, st course was Nor th 1•k 1 ods
 f thence West 2m6 rods f thence 
North 17 degrees 4,5 minutes West ik.k rods. (R. 9 2 - 9 4 ) . He exli,.-
was referred to pages 2.3 to 26 in his abstract, a con rt order 
which describes the property of Bei "tha V
 # Wright f and he said he 
saw it. He said he also saw 011 page 24 a description of"'the 
Reuben S e Newman land. (E© 95-96)# Mr. ; Sheldon was shown the 
plat 1 Exhibit 5«Df and he stated that the colors were put on 
"in this courtroom yesterday11 in his presence; and they were put 
on to si IOW the gap between the Bertha 1/
 m Wright property and the 
Reuben S # Newman property• (R# 97) • He 1; then admitted that on 
pages 27 and 28 was shown an administrator fs deed tc Rei iben S< 
Newman wi tl 1 an i dent a cal description contained in tl :te c i)iirt decree 
dated November 2 f 1934 f in the estate of August W« Carlson; an* i 
that at pag: es 29 and 30 of hi s abstract w as shown the admin is 
ti ator's deed to Bertha V ,# Wright 9 the same as the description 
contained in that court decree f "the same as her chain of title 
always has been, y e s # " (R# 98)» Mi # Sheldon was shown Exhibit 
/ -Df shown, at page 18 in his abstract 9 a correction deed from 
Thomas S# Newman and Carola ne Newman f his wife and Joseph Em 
Newman and Bertha Newman, h i s wif e 9 to the heirs of William J» 
Wayman 9 dated November 28, 1924 # I le was aware of it # (Rm 100-101)• 
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Said plaintiff admitted that he was aware of the 
description in the decree of distribution in the Estate of 
William J. Wayman, deceased dated June 11f 19159 to Bertha V. 
Wright9 shown in his abstract* He also was aware of the fact 
that the deed to Reuben S. Newman at page 209 the description 
in the court decree at page 23 to 26
 f and in the administrator's 
deed to Reuben S© Newman at pages 27 to 289 all had a beginning 
point at the Southeast corner of the Northwest quarter of the 
Northwest quarter of Section 14. (R. 101-102)# He admitted he 
was aware of the fact that the deed shown at pages 42 to 43 of 
his abstract from Reuben S. Newman had a starting point tied to 
the Northwest corner of Section l49 and instead of going counter-
clockwise as in the conveyance to Reuben S® Newmanf the courses 
went in the opposite direction* (R. 103-104)• He knew that 
the description in the deed shown at pages 44 to 45 of his ab-
stract was the same as in the deed shown at pages 42 to 45® 
(R. 106). Mr. Sheldon said he was with Mr. Johnson when the lines 
were put on the plat (Exhibit 5~D)9 and that?lMr. Johnson has done 
a fine job of it." (R. 108). 
Mr® Sheldon said he had Mr. Johnson explain to him the 
various points that were put on the plat Exhibit 5o,oD. He said 
he was familiar with Exhibit 9-D* the Area Reference Plat of 
Section 14 from the County Surveyorfs office. Mr. Johnson told 
him he had made computations of all lines around the Northwest 
quarter of Section 14. (R. 113)# 
Mr. Bayles9 after recess f asked Mr. Reimann flif he is 
going to use Mr. DeJulio and Mr. Johnson as witnessesfff saying, 
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"If you are going to use him, then let him testify f or you first©11 
(R# 119)• Counsel for defendants stated he intended to call Mr 0 
DeJulio; also that he understood "yesterday" that plaintiffs were 
gfring to call Mr # Johnson to testify. (K# 120)* The Court took 
under advisementf defendants* motion for judgment of "no cause 
of action, against plaint:! ff's as to the area of conflict*" The 
first objection was to page 33 in the abstract, as an interloper 
deed of Annette 0* Newman, dated 194.1f because she was a stranger 
to the title and never acquired any title to the area deeded to 
Bertha Y # Wright• The next objection was to the deeds at pages 
42 to 4,5 of Exhibit 4~Pf and 1-P to 3-P wtii ch i nvade and, overlap 
the Bertha V« Wright property® Those deeds showed they created 
a new descriptionf with a different starting point, and there 
wa s no t i 11 e in p la in t i f f s t o t h e o v er 1 ap
 f and t h er e i s a i ri o J ::i -
rion of the Fifth Amendment by taking property without due 
process of law* (R* 120-124)• 
Counsel for def endants and counterclaimants then called 
as a witness Frank LaVell Johnsonf assistant office engineer9 in 
charge of Cartography in the office of Sal t I ake County Surveyor* 
lie had 3 years of engineering at the University of Utah0 and 13 
years experience with County Surveyorf platting hundreds of deeds 
and other documents si nee 1 959a He makes computations0 Exhibit 
10-D, "Natural Sines and Co-Sin :es to Eight Decimal Places'", 
Special Publication No # 231 9 Coast & Geodetic Survey, Department 
of Commerce9 was u sed iinti 1 about f iliblK Since that time small 
computers have been used, to get the same resultf but ranch 
faster® It shows the figures for the departure per inimrlo per 
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foot. He said he is familiar with that* Those tables and 
figures have heen used by the County Surveyor in the interest 
of accuracy* Desire to get all monuments which control sections 
throughout the county on the Utah plane coordinate system* (R* 
125-128)® The Coast & Geodetic Survey has better equipment now 
than formerlys to conduct an accurate survey* (R* 128)* 
Exhibit 9-D is the Area Reference Plat of Section 14, 
of County Surveyor* The County Surveyor establishes the sur-
rounding outside corners and quarter corners for the section* 
Exhibit 11-D Manual of Instructions for Survey of Public Lands 
19^7s includes establishment ©r reestablishment of obliterated 
corners* He is familiar with that work and the pages 289 under 
"Restoration of Lost Corners?1* The control engineer of County 
Surveyor^ office works with men from Coast & Geodetic Survey, 
and he is responsible for establishing section corners* (On voir 
dire witness testified he is familiar with sines and co-sineo, 
but now use computers to make calculations* Use pocket calcu-
lators nowf so if you can give him any angle, degrees, minutes 
or sections, he can pick it off the sine, co-sine or tangent 
in a hundredth of the time it takes to look it up in the book, 
with exactly the same figures)* (R* 129-130)* Witness ckecked 
with Mr* Reimannfs work from the manual, with the computer, and 
they came out the same* (R* 131)• (Mr* Reimann stated that the 
Coast & Geodetic Survey now uses electronic instruments* (R* 132)* 
Witness has no interest in this case* Ordered to in-
vestigate conflict in boundries by County Commission* (R# 136)• 
The red outline on Exhibit 9-D represents the Northwest quarter 
of the Northwest quarter of Section 14* The west line of the 
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Northwest quarter between monuments is 2661*31 feut9 based on 
measurements between monuments* It is one of th*.3 duties of the 
County Surveyor i'J ascertain the distances between government 
monuments* Monuments are not established for l6th section cor-
ners
 & To determine the position of those corners they follow 
the rules set out in the Manual of Surveying Instructions© They 
take half the distance between the Northwest corner and the West 
quarter corner to determine the location of the Southwest corner 
of the Northwest quarter of the Northwest quarter9 which amounts 
to 1330«655 feet* The distance between the Northwest corner and 
the North quarter corner of Section 14 according to the area 
reference plat is 2642*53 feet© The overage on. the west line is 
21U31 feet* He determined the coordinates for all of those points 
by a Marchant calculator in the office* (R# 133-139)o Witness has 
had experience in operating the calculator© He has determined 
from the instruments and coordinates9 the position of the South-
east corner of the NW^ NW1/* of Section 14* The computed distance 
is North 39 degrees 58 minutes 17 second East 1322*737 feet, f roni 
the Southwest corner of MP/NW1/* of Section 14* Shown on Exhibit 
5~D and on 9-D* » Used the computer to determine the position of 
all of the coordinates* (R* l40-l4l).* ..'..' 
Mr* Johnson said he checked the description on survey 
plat Exhibi t 1 2 *D
 9 certdi f i eel by Goon f Kj ng & Knowlton * to deter-
mine the position of Lot 4 of Holladay Highlands Subdivision No* 
3 in his office* He has the computer tape9 and he went through 
the computer tape ca1culati ons for the subdivis ion as to the di s-
tance Coon^ King & Knowlton have shown to be south and east from 
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the Northwest corner of Section 14* He found no conflict* 
He checked the length of lines of Lot 4 of that subdivisionf 
south line, and they coincide with the description* Witness 
has checked the description of Exhibit 13-D$ warranty deed 
from Van Ess Wright and Betty L* Wright9 his wifef to 0* Paul 
DeJulio and Henrietta B* DeJulio, his wifef with description 
on the survey plat (Exhibit 12-D)* They are identical. (R* 142-
144)* The Southeast corner of Lot 4 is not tied to the South-
east corner of the NW%NW34 of Section 14* (R* l45)« There is no 
monument at the SE corner of NWKNW% of Section 14* If one ever 
existed it would be an "obliterated corner*sf Witness is famil-
iar with the rule that if the corner can be identified by sur-
vey, by retracement from known monuments in the section it is 
not a lost cornerf but merely an Obliterated corner*1* (R# 148)* 
Mr* Johnson said he placed on the plat Exhibit 5-B prepared by 
him the westerly portion of Exhibit 12-D* The blue line repre-
sents the description* (R* l47)«» He checked Exhibit 7-Df cor-
rection deed through the calculator. The description is ident-
ical with pages 18 to 19 in Exhibit 4* The total distance south 
of the corner is 1299 feet* (R* 150-151). Witness used the co-
ordinates predetermined for the mid-point between the north 
quarter corner and northwest corner, that is the north coordin-
ate and the east coordinate* (Mr* Reimann objected to Mr* Bayles% 
attempt to have the 1299 feet shown without a proportionate part 
of the surplus)* (R. 153)* Witness says he would have to follow 
the bearing instead of going straight south* (R* 155)« 
From the west quarter corner to the northwest corner 
the bearing is north zero degrees 8 minutes 50 seconds west* 
1 O 
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Mr# Bayles gave a figure which did not take into considera-
tion tlie apportionment of the surplus on that north south iirie« 
fie knows his department has a record that Holladay Highlands Sub-
division No* 3 was checked in the field July 22l? i960. There is 
no conflict as far as that subdivision is concerned and the north 
line of property deeded to 0# Paul DeJulio and wife shown in 
Exhibit 13~D» They match the exact coordinates0 The ti e is to 
the northwest corner of the section® (R© 159-l60)# From the • 
southeast corner to the northeast corner of the N10MIPA of Section 
i4 the calculated distance is 1329*776 feet* There 2 s a surplus 
of" 9© 77'6 feetB The rule is that the surplus has to he apportioned 
if there is an, apportionment# (R» l6l-l62)* 
Mr® Johnson said he checked the deed descriptions at 
page 20 of abstrct and in court decree at pages 23 to 26s shews 
same starting point and first two courses for Reuben Se Newman© 
In the third course the bearing of north 17 degrees 43 minutes 
west stops at 150*5 feet9 and the description to Wayne L0. and 
Ellen G« M& Shaw starts at the point where the description in the 
deed to Reuben S0 Newman stops# The 1973 assessment notice to 
Wayne L* Shaw and wife is identical with that in the court decree 
dated November L, K/5;>. See Exhibit l4-b« (R* 163-165 )„ Ihe lines 
shown in red on the plat Exhibit 5-43 for the deed descriptions to 
Reuben S« Newman., (R« 166-167),, From the west terminus of the 
second course in the deeds to kcuben S* Newman to the westerly 
DeJulio corner is 6*92 feet. The DeJulio land description is 
shown in hi ue li nes, on 5-1)f (R KV7-1 68), The area of conflict 
is shown in yellow* (The easterly lines of deed descriptions at 
pages 42 to 45 of abstract Exhibit 4-Pf and Exhibits 1-P to 3-P 
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are shown in green on his platf Exhibit 5~D)® Portions of those 
deed descriptions (shown by green lines) which overlap onto land 
deeded to the DeJulios^ shown in yellow on plat 5-Df with corners 
marked lf 29 39 4* The gap between the description of Reuben S* 
Newman land (shown by red line) over to the DeJulio land (Bertha 
V* Wright land) at the south was not quite 7 feet (6*92 feet) 
and at the north about 31/£ feet* The bearing on the red line is 
north 17 degrees 45 minutes west* (R* 169-171)« 
Mr® Johnson calculated the departure in feet resulting 
from running north 82 degrees 55 minutes east 380 feet instead 
of due eastf to be 46*8588 feet® Mr® Reimann's calculation was 
46*9784 feet computed the "long way% a difference of about 1% 
inches* Where it intersected the east line that bearing pushed 
the description that much to the north* That was not an entire 
cause of the conflict* It was changing the starting point from 
the Southeast corner of the Northwest Quarter of the Northwest 
quarter of Section l4f to the Northwest corner of the section 
and running clockwise* The overlap on the DeJulio proertyf from 
south to north was about 28*5 feet* (R* 172-174)* 
Exhibit 15~Df consists of pages from amended inventory 
and sale proceedings in the Estate of Miranda Templeton Newman9 
deceasedf Probate No* 54017* (Mr* Bayles saidf "we admit the 
description they had and didn*t use was in error", and objected 
to referring to the exhibit* Mr* Reimann stated that the begin-
ing point in the deed to Reuben S* Newman was changed and the 
description was changed in his deeds to his wife and daughters 
that overlapped 28*7 feet on the land of Bertha V* Wrightf with-
out any title to support it* Statements were made to the Court 
for changing the description which were not true)* (R* 174-176)* Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
lfMR# REIMAMN: « • * Here is ynur description in the 
inventoryf which does not correspond at all with the des-
cription of property to which Reuben S« Newman obtained title. 
f,MR« BAYLESs Which is bad# I agree with you on thato 
"MR. REIMANN: Then in the petition for confirming 
sale they follow that. But in the order for confirming sale 
they have another misdescription that begins at the southeast 
corner of the NW#NW%f Section 14. And then they have this 
explanation that it didnft change anything. WeII9 that is 
an understatement.1' (R. 176-177)* 
Mr. Johnson prepared a plat. Exhibit l6-Dfof the descrip-
tion in the inventory, 15-Df page 3# The starting point ib the 
Southeast corner of IWKNW% of Section lk» The thin' to i -si 
course is south 70 degrees east 77*5 feet, which should have 
been a different course to make this close properly,, (R„ 3 J'iyA 79). 
(Various exhibits were received in evidence, i?-L*, 7«i) to iC>-!)&) 
(R. 178-183)• 
Mr. John,suit salt Mrw Sheldon came into his office and 
asked him to plat the Bertha V# Wright property, which was done 
by a black lino« wifhonf* taking irato coasi deration hue »yirrias 
MI the Northwest quarter of Section lkm The witness platted tin, 
description from the abstract as if there had been no surpli is, 
and did iKit Inko iih ' r t uinlder at iou the rule relating to distrib-
ution of surplus, (R# l84-l85)# 
Mr* Johnson testified that he visited the property and 
examined it. In the attempt to find some evidence of the east 
line of the west half of the northwest quarterf he wont on the 
west lawn of the DeJuliostJ lie could se^ evidence of an old f cii.. e 
line running lo the south, but no evidence of one running to the 
west® He went onto the adjoining property to see the eoritiiniitv 
of that fence* (F* l8f5)a . "• " 
On cross-examination Mr# Johnson said there were several 
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fences in different places& He did not know what they meant* 
He was not asked where they were located*, (R* 185-186^) Exhibit 
5-Dj right portionf reproduced in Appendix flAlff shows fences run-
ning east and westf which do not touch the DeJulio land)* Exhibits 
17-P to 19-P are copies of ownership plats in office of County Re-
corder* Those plats assume an area of 1320 by 1320 feet© (Objec-
tion that those ownership plats cannot impeach deed descriptions*) 
Exhibit 20-Pf is a copy of deed from Bertha V* Wright to 
Van Ess Wrightf Sept© 2k9 1951f with land description as follows: 
Beginning at a point 1226*5 feet south of the Northeast corner 
of the Northwest quarter of Northwest quarter of Section l49 
Township 2 Southf Range 1 East9 Salt Lake Meridian; thence 
West 62 feet; thence South 20 degrees 30 minutes East 77*5 feet; 
thence East 35 feet; thence South 112*4 feet; thence East 1320 
feet; thence North 185 feet; thence 1320 feet to place of be-
: ginning* (Page 16 of Abstract^ Exhibit 4-P). (R. l87-l$0)# 
(Mr* Bayles used the terra "contour" instead of "bearing" (R* 190-91)* 
Witness converted rod measurements into feet© The DeJulio prperty 
drops off to the west* There is a natural ravine* The corner is 
down in the ravinef overgrown with trees and undergrowth* (R* 192-
194)* (Counsel objected to question about giving somebody credit 
for the surplus, when the surplus was apportioned)* The DeJulio 
description is shown in blue© It matches the south line of Lot 4 
of Holladay-Highlands Subdivision No* 3* Exhibit 21-P is the 197^ 
assessment notice to Robert B* and Wanda T* Sheldon* (R* 196)* The 
Sheldon deeds go south on the east line 113•28 feet to a cement cor-
ner post* Witness and attorneys went out there and saw that post 
with a fence and another post next to it* (R* 197-200)* Exhibit 
22-P is a copy of Holladay-Highlands Subdivision No* 3 plat* (R* 
201-202)* The Court called a recess* Said* "Maybe you can get to-
gether on your figures." Case continued to February 21f 1975f at 
2:00 P. M* (R* 203). Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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As to what happened when the Court called such recess9 
0« Pan 1 DoJuli'j, ie*ured civil engineer with ca total of 32 years 
of active participation In land surveys, including supervision of 
surveys, who became Chief of Engineering in the Bureau of Land 
Management xn Utah, in 19t>0, and while holding that position had 
supervision over about 4() employes engaged in public land surveys 
in Utah (R# 35)f stated inter alia i n his affidavit attached to 
his motion for summary judgment dated April 2*8, 1975* 
rif
 * . © the Court called a recess and stated that In: 
thought counsel should get together and settle this flatter 
of title. During the recess, there were discussions between 
counsel, and Prank L. Johnson was interviewed by the parties* 
Weston L. Bayles said he wanted to take another look at the 
. property, and that he would have a conference with his clients& 
.'.".. Mr© Reimann brought Mr* Bayles out to the DeJulio property, 
and Mr« Bayles asked me to show him where the survey stake 
placed in the ground by Coon, King & Khowlton, licensed sur-
veyors, for the northwesterly corner of the land deeded to 
. me and my wife« I had to scrape off some dirt to uncover it, 
and I showed it to hiriu I also was asked to point out where 
I thought the Southeast corner of the NW%NW}4 of Section 14 
was located on the ground, and I pointed out to him the place 
in the gully, and the old fence which ran along that east line 
of the ' V^NW% of Section 14, which extends along the westerly 
side of the property of my neighbor on the south* I showed 
Mr. Bayless what he asked me to show him, including the flume 
in the old irrigation right-of-way.M (R. 40-4l)o 
"For every minute of departure from a. straight line, 
'. due south and north or due east and west, for each foot of 
departure, the mathematical function is .000290888 per foot 
of departure. For each minute of departure, that figure 
would have to be multiplied by the minutes and then by the 
length of the line. In platting descriptions, in engineer-
. • ing, we use the coordinates for latitude and departure from 
a given point. .
 0
 fl
 (R« 4,1-42}
 & 
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A R G U M E N T S 
OF RESPONDENTS FOR AFFIRMANCE OF THE SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON 
TITLE 
POINT I. 
CONTRARY TO THE ERRONEOUS ASSUMPTIONS OF APPELLANTS, 
RESPONDENTS NEITHER FILED AN AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM NOR 
AMENDED ANY ALLEGATION THEREOF• RESPONDENTS MERELY 
AMENDED THE PRAYER OF THEIR FIRST CLAIM. 
On page 7 of appellants' brief there is the fallacious argu-
ment that on February 5$ 1975s "without a motionf hearing or order, 
Defendants filed an amendment asking to be adjudged owners in fee 
simple of the deed description* ff By the FIRST CLAIM in their counter-
claim! defendants expressly alleged^ 
fll# The defendants 0* Paul DeJulio and Henrietta B* 
DeJuliot his wifes in the relationship of joint tenants with the 
full rights of survivorship, now are and were at all times here-
in mentionedf the owners in fee simple and in lawful possession 
of the following described, tract of land situated in Salt Lake 
Countyf State of Utah: /Survey description and deed description 
same as Exhibits 12-D and 13-D/# 
n2& For more than 20 years prior to commencement 
of this action^ there existed on the westerly side of the 
westerly boundary line of the said land owned by defendants des-
cribed in paragraph 1 of this counterclaim9 an irrigation ditch 
or canal and a right-of-way for such ditch or canal not less 
than 10 feet in width, which ditch or canal and right-of-way 
h .ave been owned by a third party or third parties who are not 
parties to this action® * * * Said irrigation ditch or canal 
has been partially flumed or encased by a culvert for distribu-
tion of irrigation water. 
fl3# At no time have plaintiffs cultivated any veg-
etation upon or within such such irrigation right-of-way* Por-
tions of such right-of-way outside the actual boundaries of the 
ditch or canal and flume or culvert9 have been partially covered 
with weeds, wild brush and other non-cultivated vegetation*!l 
(R* 11-12)* 
By the original prayer on said FIRST CLAIM, inter alia defend-
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ants prayed for judgment against plaintiffs 
M(fa) For actual damages for trespass, waste * * * (d) 
for a permanent restraining order to permanently restrain 
plaintiffs from further trespassing upon or committing waste 
on defendants1 land or interfering with the use and enjoyment 
of defendantsf land * * *; and for such other and further 
relief as shall be appropriate in the premises*t? (R* 14)* 
We agree that courts are disinclined to allow a substantial 
change in the cause of action at the last minute$ but; in this case 
there was no change in any of the allegations of the counterclaim* 
As pointed out in 6l Am*Jur* 2d p 553* Sec* 122: 
nThe prayer or demand for relief is no part of the plain-
tiff's cause of action* The sufficiency of the complaint de-
pends not upon the prayer for relieff but upon the facts pleaded 
If those facts entitle the plaintiff to any relieff either legal 
or equitable, although they may not entitle him to all the re-
lief prayed for, the complaint is not subject to demurrer upon 
the ground that its allegations are insufficient to state a 
cause of action* * * **ff 
As further announced in 6l &m*Jur* 2d p* 555, Sec* 124: 
ffIt is a rule * * * that a prayer for general relief 
empowers the court to grant whatever relief the facts pleaded 
and proveRequire, even to the granting of other and additional 
relief from that specially p_rayed for if supported by the 
allegations of the complaint * * *#fl /or counterclaim/* 
The amendment of the prayer of the FIRST CLAIM did not re-
quire any different proof* In factf it was not subject to objec-
tion and plaintiffs made no objections at the trial % but proceeded 
to introduce in evidence their own abstract of title, Exhibit 4-P, 
which clearly proved that Bertha V* Wright, predecessor in title to 
the DeJulios had the senior title to the land acquired by defendants* 
As announced in Fisher v« Davis, 77 Utah 8l, 291 P* 493, that when 
in a quiet title action it is proved that plaintiff has no title to 
the property, and it is shown that defendant is the legal owner of 
the property, it is the duty of the trial court to confirm defend-
ant's title to the property in dispute* 
- OK _ 
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POINT II. 
THE ARGUMENT THAT ORIGINAL COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFFS 
NEVER RECEIVED DEFENDANTS8 MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
ON TITLE UNTIL THE DATE THE MOTIONS WERE ARGUED MAY @f 
1975f CONTRADICTS THE RECORD; FOR PLAINTIFFS1 MOTION FOR 
CONTINUANCE WAS NOT PREDICATED ON LACK OF TEN DAYS9 
NOTICEf BUT BASED ON THE FACT THAT PLAINTIFF BOBERT B. 
SHELDON WAS THEN IN PRISONo 
There is no merit to the contention of present counsel 
for appellants that the motions for summary judgment on title were 
not served on counsel for plaintiffs until May 8, 1975• The said 
motions were dated April 28f 1975$ specified a date of hearing for 
May 89 1975$ a n d were signed by Weston L. Bayles, Esq., showing the 
receipt thereof and filing stamp of the Clerk's office duly stamped 
for April 28s 19759 duly endorsed by a deputy clerk* (R. 29-34). 
The affidavit of 0* Paul DeJulio was sworn to April 28, 1975 (R* ^3)* 
The motions for summary judgment were argued on May 8, 
19759 and counsel for plaintiffs made no contention that the motions 
and affidavit in support thereof had not actually been served on liim 
April 28, 1975* Exhibit 23-D, the DeJulio abstract of title, was 
received in evidence* (R. 206). Mr. Bayles objected to hearing 
at that time (May 8f 1975) because plaintiff Robert B. Sheldon could 
not be present* (R. 205)• The argument that defendants knew Mr. 
Robert B© Sheldon was then in prison, as stated on page 11 of the 
Brief of Appellants, did not deny Mr. Sheldon any constitutional 
right© On page 12 counsel for appellants argue that ,fThe plaintiff 
was sentenced to 90-day evaluation in prison on May 2, 19759 by 
Judge Croft." There is nothing in the Rules which suggests that ; 
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if a litigant g@es to prison while he has a civil suit pending, 
partially tried, the district court must decline to hear a motion 
for summary judgment until he is released from prison* 
The case file shows that plaintiffs filed suit September 
1971f and also filed a lis pendens the very same day, which extendec 
over onto defendants1 real estate. (R. 1-5)• By examining their 
own abstract of title9 or by having an attorney examine their own 
abstract (Exhibit 4-P)f they could have ascertained that defendants 
had the senior title, and that there was no conflict of substance 
until Reuben S& Newman in giving deeds to his wife and daughters 
substantially altered the record title, by changing the point of 
beginningf courses and distances and bearings, in an attempt to 
annex a portion of the Bertha V# Wright land subsequently conveyed 
to defendants DeJulio© Those deeds by Reuben S» Newman were inter-
lopers to the extent of the overlap onto the land conveyed to the 
DeJulios* The Reuben S* Newman family never acquired title thereto, 
POINT III. 
EVEN IF THERE HAD NOT BEEN A SEPARATION OF ISSUES OF 
RECORD TITLE FROM ISSUES AS TO DAMAGES, AND EVEN IF A JURY 
HAD BEEN IMPANELED TO TRY ALL ISSUES, BY VIRTUE OF THE 
FACT THAT PLAINTIFFS PROVED BY THEIR OWN ABSTRACT OF TITLE 
THAT DEFENDANTS WERE THE OWNERS IN FEE SIMPLE TO ALL OF THE 
LAND IN THEIR DEED DESCRIPTION, DEFENDANTS WOULD HAVE BEEN 
ENTITLED TO A DIRECTED VERDICT, AS A MATTER OF LAWf SO THAT 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON THE TITLE' ISSUES WAS FULLY WARRANTED, 
The defendants disclaimed any interest in any land beyonc 
their warranty deed boundaries, although plaintiffs had no record 
- 27 -
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title to the irrigation right-of-way lying between the westerly 
boundary line of the DeJulio land (shown in blue on Appendix nBff) 
and the easterly line of the Sheldon land (shown in red on Append-
ix nB l !). At the south the gap between the red line and the blue 
line is 6.92 feet and at the De Julio north line it is about y/2 
feet over to the red line* (R« 169-171 )• 
As heretofore pointed outf by introducing in evidence at 
the beginning of trial the Sheldon abstract of title, Exhibit 4-P, 
by abstract pages 15 to 179 in the Estate of William J« Uayman, de-
ceasedf dated June 11, 19159 by pages 18-19^ a correction deed dated 
November 28, 1924f from Thomas S© Newman, Caroline M© Newman, his 
wife, Joseph E. Newman, amd Bertha Newman, his wife, to the Heirs 
of William J# Waymanf at pages 23-24 in the Estate of August 3* 
Carlson, deceased, order for deed of administrator to Bertha V# 
Wright, and at pages 29-30, the administrator^ deed, plaintiffs 
proved the senior and superior fee simple title of Bertha V# Wright 
who was the predecessor in title to the DeJulios* The fact that 
there were court orders and deeds to Reuben S«, Newman in some of 
the same instruments showing decrees to Bertha V« Itfright which did 
not conflict with the paramount senior title of Bertha Vm Wright0 
While counsel for appellants cite cases to indicate there 
are cases which hold that summary judgment should not be granted if 
there are genuine issues of material fact, counsel seems to overlook 
the rule that summary judgment is properly granted to defendant when 
there is "no genuine issue of material fact11 as pointed out in Dupler 
v. Yatest 10 Utah 2d 251, 351 P& 2d 624, in which this Honorable 
Courit announced: 
nThe purpose of the summary judgment procedure is to 
pierce the allegations of the pleadings, show that there is 
oO 
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no genuine issue of material fact, although an issue may be 
raised by the pleadings, and that the moving party is en-
titled to judgment as a matter of law© 
"It is apparent here that the defendant has produced 
evidence that pierces the allegations of the complaint* The 
plaintiffs have not controverted, explained or destroyed 
that evidence by counteraffidavit or otherwise * * *" 
(10 Utah 2d at page 269)* 
In this case the plaintiffs by offering in evidence 
their abstract of title (pages 1 to 30) proved defendants* title, 
and justified defendantsf motions for judgment during the trial* 
It should be noted here that before the trial started, the attorney 
went out to examine the disputed area9 in company with Frank L0 
Johnson of the County Surveyorfs office who had been requested to 
conduct an investigation* They saw the canal right-of-way partial] 
flumed, and the corner posts on the westerly side of that irrigatic 
right of way* The plat prepared by Frank L* Johnson, engineer, whc 
was a disinterested person, (the right portion of Exhibit 5~Dj shoi 
the location of some fences extending westerly from the irrigation 
inject 
right-of-way, so that the attempt to / ' into this case belatedly 
some supposition that some fence might have affected boundaries, ±1 
grossly unfair* Counsel for plaintiffs asked about fences, but di< 
not attempt to identify the location of any of them, except an old 
fence extending southward from the DeJulio land onto land on the 
south© Mr* Johnson said he saw no fence running westward* The 
Sheldon deed showed a course south overto a cement corner post© 
Mr* Johnson and counsel for plaintiffs and counsel for defendants 
went out and examined it and found a fence and another post next 
to the one in cement* located on land to the south of the DeJulio 
land* (R* I85-I86, 197-200)* 
On February 11, 1975* when Robert B# Sheldon left the 
:• V - 29 - ...".'. 
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jury room after he told Mr. Johnson he had "changed" his mind and 
that he was going to claim every inch of ground covered by the 
deeds he and his wife gotf because he had title insurance, he made 
no pretense that the area of the DeJulio land he was trying to annex 
had ever been enclosed by a fence* (R. 39-^0). DeJulio also had 
title insurance and exhibited a copy of his own policy. Robert B. 
Sheldon then stated that he was going to have the Judge decide 
whether he owned all of the land described in his deeds. Sheldon 
and DeJulio followed,by legal counsel then went into the courtroom, 
for trial on the title issue. Robert B. Sheldon knew very well 
i 
that there was no jury there. (R. 40, 75). 
As pointed out in H. 0. L. C. v Dudleyf et alt 105 Utah 
208, l4l P. 2d l60f in a suit to quiet title, plaintiff could pre-
vail on a claim of record title only by showing good title in it-
self , not by showing some defect in defendants title. Unlike the 
Dudley case where there was a failure to show defendant had been 
divested of record title and defendant once had owned land on both 
sides of a fencej in the case at bar$ there was not only a total 
failure of plaintiffs to prove that they ever acquired any land from 
Bertha V. Wright (predecessor in title to the DeJuliosj but Robert 
B. Sheldon by producing his abstract of title, Exhibit 4-P, by 
pages up to 30, affirmatively proved that Bertha V. Wright had a 
good record title© Sheldon admitted that he never received a deed 
from eitherBertha V. Wright or from the DeJulios, so he proved a 
good record title in Bertha V. Wright at the time Reuben S. Newman 
acquired title to his land* Sheldon could not produce any proof 
that Reuben S Newman acquired any part of the land of Bertha V. 
Wright by changing the beginning point in his deed, reversing the 
courses and distances or bearings. 
T A 
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It is elementary, that absent adverse user, one landowner 
cannot annex the land of another or some portion thereof, without 
the consent of such other landowner, whether person seeking to anm 
his neighbor's land seeks to do so by a new survey or "resurvey" 
which overlaps his neighbor's property, or by giving a deed to a 
third party which includes more than the annexer actually owns0 
A recent case in point is United States of America v, Paul Ee and 
Maybeth Farr Reimann, 504 F. 2d 135• The Reimanns purchased most 
of the patented land covering three patents issued in 1907 and 190? 
which had been patented under the 1902 Hanson Survey, approved June 
1903* In 1924 because of widespfead obliteration of old stone monu-
ments erected on steep mountain sides, the U# S# Land Office auth-
orized an independent resurvey of the area covered by the 1902 Hans 
survey, subject to the condition that Howard W# Miller protect the 
rights of the patentees. Although Miller falsely pretended he 011I3 
could find 3 Hanson monuments because he would not follow the lenf 
of the north-south lines described in the 1902 field notes, and he 
also falsely represented that he resurveyed the patented areas to 
conform to their lines in their true positions, Miller shortened tl 
north-south lines, by placing the angle-points of Tracts 37, 38 ant 
42 farther south than the patented lines (except for the south, line 
of Lots 2, 3 and 4 of Section 22j;but Miller also pushed the south 
lines farther to the north, so that 56 acres of land patented in 
1907 and 1908 were not included within the monumented boundaries oj 
Tracts 37, 38 and 42# When Reimann discovered some of the shortages 
he requested access to the plats, field notes of the 1927 Governmei 
Resurvey, and Group instrtictions 160 Utah, but for nearly 8 years 
he was told that those records were "unavailablef? but he found clu< 
that they were available, and after conducting surveys between the 
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angle points9 he finally obtained access to the field notes of the 
1927 Government Resurvey* He thereupon notified both the Ue Se 
Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management of the shortages he 
had discovered^ whereupon both governmental agencies asserted title 
for the United States to all patented acreage omitted from the mon-
ument ed boundaries of the resurveyed tracts• The United States then 
announced that it was going to "adjudicate" through the Bureau of 
Land Managementf the controversy between the Forest Service and the 
Reimanns9 but was notified by Reimann that from the moment the 
patents had been delivered, the authority of U® S0 Land Office or 
its successor Bureau of Land Management came to an end© Suit was 
then filed by the United States * Chief Judge Willis W. Ritter not 
only disregarded the pretrial order which left very little in dispute9 
but he misquoted the evidence and misstated the lawf and proceeded 
to overrule six landmark decisions of the Supreme Court of the United 
States which he refused to allow counsel to read*, The Court of Appeals 
for the Tenth Circuit recognized the validity of each of those deci-
sions and quoted therefrom* In reversing Judge Ritter1s judgment 
the Court of Appeals reinstated the pretrial orderf and held that 
Miller in 192? had no right to shorten the north-south lines of the 
patented tracts either on the north or on the south© That case would 
seem to wipe out the specious argument made by counsel for the Shel-
dons that they held a valid title because the overlapping deeds had 
i 
been on record for a long period of time (although there was no 
claim that taxes had been paid on the overlapping area nor that 
there was any adverse possession)• 
i 
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The most recent case found to date xtfhich precludes the 
appellants from annexing land by an interloper description is the 
case of Willis W« Ritter v, Rogers C» B« Mortont Secretary' of the 
Interior, et al»g 513 F* 2d 942, In the Reimann case the Government 
sought to annex 56 acres of patented land from the successors in 
title to the original patentees by an independent resurvey conducted 
without the knowledge of the landowner; whereas in the Ritter case 
as reported, Judge Ritter, sought to move the monumented meander 
line on the easterly side of the Snake River over to the westerly 
side, to annex three islands which the Court of Appeals held had not 
been patented* Both of the cases preclude the taking of any part 
of the DeJulio land under a claim of overlapping description to whicl 
overlap the plaintiffs Sheldon had acquired no record title* (In 
the Ritter case certiorari was denied Nov* 11, 1975 * 96 S# Ct. 362)# 
POINT IV. 
THE 1973 TAX ASSESSMENT NOTICE TO WAYNE L. SHAW DOES 
NOT CONFLICT WITH THE DESCRIPTION OF THE DE JULIO LAND, AND 
THE 1974 TAX ASSESSMENT NOTICE TO THE SHELDONS DOES NOT EVEN 
COINCIDE WITH THEIR INTERLOPER DEEDS. 
Exhibit l4-D is the assessment notice for 1973 taxes to 
Wayne L. Shaw and wife, serial 18-2744-45. Exhibit 4-Pf the 
Sheldon abstract of title, page 24 clearly shows that it is the 
identical description from the point of beginning, thence North 
17° 45f West 87.I feet, thence West 325 feet (to center of county 
road). Consequently there is no conflict with description of the 
DeJulio land* 
During the trial Mr, Bayles introduced in evidence Exhibit 
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21-P which is the 197^ valuation notice for tax purposes, serial No* 
l8-27%7, in the names of Robert B# and Wanda T. Sheldon. Mr. 
Bayles said ffthis is showing what description is being utilized. " 
(R. 196~197)• All of the interloper deeds to which defendants made 
objections contained descriptions which go clockwise and have a be-
ginning point different from the Southeast corner of the NfoTKNWK of 
said Section 14, and overlap onto the property owned at the time by 
Bertha V. Wright. As to the overlap neither Reuben S. Newman nor 
his grantees ever acquired any record title, nor any other title. 
There was an apparent effort to annex any and all surplus in the 
Northwest quarter of Section 14 by changing the lengths of lines 
and the bearings and courses, which cannot lawfully be done. In get-
ing an order for confirmation of sale in the Estate of Miranda Terap-
leton Newman deceased, knowing that the inventory showed a bad des-
cription, an order was obtain for reversal of the description, but 
the representation to the court that rfthe reversal of the description 
does not alter the:'property or the interest therein as confirmed by 
the court on November 12, 1969fW was utterly false, for what was done 
created an overlap for which there was no record title. Bertha V. 
bright (predecessor in interest of the DeJulios',c?ould not be divested 
3f any of her title by such irregular and illegal transaction. 
Furthermore, the 197^ valuation notice, Exhibit 21-P re-
versed the description to counterclockwise
 t and with one bearing 
changed from the prior attempts to annex part of the Bertha V. Wright 
>roperty, by a changed bearing, and use of "more or less?f could not 
.egalize the wrongful attempted annexation. To illustrate the desper-
ation of counsel for plaintiffs, he introduced copies of plats from 
;he office of Salt Lake County Recorder, which could not possibly 
- *:4 -
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alter the record title of nny landowner. Exhibits 17~Rf 18-P and 
19-P are not only inconsistent with each other, but they have had to 
be revised or corrected from time to time. The statutes do not make 
such recorderfs office plats evidence of title. A landowner cannot 
be divested of title by something sent to the recorder's office for 
recordation unless the statute so provides. A lis pendens may be 
notice of the pendency of a legal action, but it is no proof that 
the one who filed it or had it filed has any title. 
V. 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT WAS LIMITED TO TITLE, AND DID NOT 
CUT OFF ANY CLAIM FOR DAMAGES j BUT SINCE APPELLANTS PROVED 
THEY HAD NO TITLE TO THE OVERLAP ONTO THE DE JULIO LAND, 
APPELLANTS SHOULD NOT BE PERMITTED TO START OVER ON SOME 
NEBULOUS TITLE THEORY, WHEN RESPONDENTS WOULD HAVE BEEN 
ENTITLED TO A DIRECTED VERDICT ON ALL ISSUES OF TITLE, PAR-
TICULARLY WHEN PLAINTIFFS DID NOT BASE ANY CLAIM ON SOME 
THEORETICAL FENCE LINE, BUT ON A DEFINITE METES AND BOUNDS 
LAND 
DESCRIPTION COVERING A PORTION OF RESPONDENTS'/TO WHICH 
APPELLANTS NEVER ACQUIRED A VALID TITLE. 
Plaintiff Robert B. Sheldon was his own first witness. 
Notwithstanding his evasive answers on cross-examination, he admitted 
enough to establish the fact that he and his wife never acquired any 
title to any land beyond the boundaries of land deeded to Reuben S. 
Newman. Although Robert B. Sheldon*s counsel said he wanted to call 
Frank L. Johnson, engineer in the plat department of the office^of 
Salt Lake County Surveyor, counsel for defendants considered that 
quite appropriate. However, he changed his mind, so counsel for the 
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defendants called Mr* Johnson* Mr. Johnson had been instructed 
by the Board of County Commissions to investigate the situation* 
Althb Mr. Johnson was a neutral witness, he proved that the 
plaintiffs never acquired any title to any of the land deeded to 
Bertha V. Wright. Mr. Johnson pointed out that there was a surplus 
in the northwest quarter, and indicated that he distributed such 
surplus according to the rules of surveying. It is interesting to 
note that during the absence of Mr. DeJulio and counsel, Mr. Sheldon 
asked that on Exhibit 5-D that Mr. Johnson plat by a black line the 
land deeded to Bertha V. Wright without apportioning the surplus 
required by the rules of surveying. 
On pages 2 to 9 of this Brief of Respondents there are 
pointed out the errors and misconceptions contained in the State-
ment of Facts in appellants9 brief. From pages 9 to 11 we point , 
out the omissions and admissions of Robert B. Sheldon, and from 
pages 11 to 22 the trial proceedings. The appellants made a rather 
remarkable job of showing how things got botched up in the unlawful < 
endeavor to annex the surplus within the northwest quarter, and how 
courses and bearings ivere changed as well as starting point, to try 
to get more land. When the Sheldons did not return for trial on ( 
Februar}^ 21s 1975$ at 2:00 P. M., and that the case had been strick-
en from the calendar, and counsel was unable to get any response to 
a request for a further trial date, it was considered time to make ( 
a motion for summary judgment, inasmuch as the trial evidence x^ras 
such that if there had been a jury5 the DeJulios would have been 
entitled to a directed verdict in their favor. The motion was made ( 
on April 28, 1975* and noticed for May 8, 1975* with an attached 
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as he had no opportunity to testify§ and it was understood that 
his abstract of title would be introduced, as it was, as Exhibit 
23~D# It shows good title .in DeJulios. 
The only complaint about proceeding with the argument on 
summary judgment on May 8f 1975$ was due to the fact th&t Robert 
B* Sheldon was then in prison5 but counsel for appellants has 
failed to point out just how appellants could have reversed their 
evidence whereby they proved from their own abstract of title that 
their:predecessor Reuben So Newman never acquired any record or 
any other title to the land of Bertha V0 Wright which appellants 
sought to annex without due process of law* 
The defendants by their summary judgment did not impair 
any claim for damages for purported trespass on plaintiffs1 land, 
assuming arguendo that said claim was a valid claim* Neither did 
the judgment wipe out deJuliosf claim for trespasses on their land 
or for creating a nuisance, etc, 
C O N C L U S I O N 
% Appellants have not shown any prejudice, but a lot of 
unreasonable delays* Attached hereto are Appendix ,!Aff covering 
the right portion of Exhibit 5-D as prepared by Frank L# Johnson, 
engineer9 and Appendix "BM which covers on a reduced scale the 
left portion of Exhibit 5~D, with colors corresponding with the 
colors of red, blue
 9 green and yellow for the lines shown on the 
left portion of said Exhibit 5-D (prepared by Mr, JohnsonJ There 
is some detail on Appendix "Btf to clarify portions of the lines 
and areas in relation to each other* 
Appendix ,!C" is a numerical list of Exhibits received 
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in evidence to facilitate reference to those exhibits© 
Original counsel for plaintiffs at trial produced 
everything which he could possibly produce; but plaintiffs§ own 
abstract of title proved beyonid doubt that plaintiffs nor their 
predecessors in interest ever acquired any title or interest 
to any part of the DeJulio land which they sought to annex by 
wrongfully changing the point of beginning, reversing courses, 
changing bearings and distances;« There is no merit to any of 
the arguments and conjectures contained in the Brief of the 
Appellants® The DeJulios not only held the senior title, but 
the sole and only title to: the land area the Sheldons and 
Reuben S9 Newman sought to annex without the consent of the law-
ful owners without due process of law* 
No error has been shown in the summary judgment on 
title to the DeJulio land, nor have appellants presented any 
possible issue of material fact; but appellants have refuted any 
pretense of title to the area in dispute& Therefore, the judg-
ment in favor of Respondents should be affirmed with costs. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Paul JJJO Reimann 
Attorney for Defendants-
Respondents 
1586 South 2200 East St* 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 
Telephone 58I-OI36 
Received two copies of the foregoing Brief of Respondents 
t h i s
 _ _ _ _ _
 d aY o f March, 19?6<, 
Attorney for Appellants 
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APPENDIX "C" 
LIST OF EXHIBITS RECEIVED IN EVIDENCE BY NUMBER 
Exhibit Numbers Identification or Description 
1-P Administrator^ Deed, December 19f 1969f 
Gordon N. Shaw, Administrator of Estate 
of Miranda Templeton Newman deceased, to 
Robert B. Sheldon and Wanda T. Sheldon 
2«P Warranty Deed from Zola Althea N. Larson, 
to Robert B. Sheldon and Wanda T. Sheldon, 
dated December 29, 1969* 
3-P Warranty Deed from Wayne L. Shaw and La 
Verne S. Shaw, wife, Gordon N. Shaw and 
Lorraine-, Shaw- his wife,~Vern N. Shaw* Natalxe S. HxcKeniooper,'formerly ' 
Natalie Shaw, and Rosalie S. Guillot, 
formerly Rosalie Shaw, to Robert B. 
Sheldon and Wanda T. Sheldon, wife, 
dated December 31f 1969# 
4-P Abstract of title of Robert B. Sheldon 
and wife, containing, containing 51 
pages certifidd to in extensio by McGhie 
Abstract & Title Company as of March 30, 
I960 at 800 A.M. 
5-D Plat prepared by Frank L. Johnson, en-
gineer in office of Salt Lake County 
Surveyor from deed descriptions, with 
coordinates, with respect to lands in-
volved in lawsuit, and based in part on 
Area Reference Plat of Section 14, T. 
2 S., R. 1 E., SLM, Utah. (See Appendix 
ffAn and Appendix "Bft. 
7-D Photo copy of Correction Deed of November 
29, 1924, from TMomas S. Newman, Caro-
line M. Newman, wife, Joseph E. Newman 
and Bertha Newman, wife, to the Heirs 
of William J. Wayman, deceased. 
8-D Photo copy of Warranty Deed from Van 
Ess Wright and Betty L. Wright, his wife, 
to 0. Paul DeJulio and Henrietta B. 
DeJulio, his wife. 
9-D Area Reference Plat of Section 14, Town-
ship 2 South, Range 1 East, S. L. M., 
prepared by office of Salt Lake County 
Surveyor. 
10-D Photo copy of portions of Special Publi-
cation No. 231, U. S. Department of 
Commerce, Coast & Geodetic Survey, 
Natural Sines and Cosines to Eight 
Decimal Places. 
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APPENDIX "C" (continued) 
Exhdtit Numbers Identification or Description 
11-D Excerpts from MANUAL OF INSTRUC 
51 TIONS FOR THE SURVEY OF THE,g^BLIC 
LANDS OF THE UNITED STATES 
pages 289 to 291. 
12-D Plat of survey of DeJulio land by-
Coon, King & Knowlton Engineers9 
July 15, 1971, for Van Wright. 
IS^D Certified copy of warranty deed 
from Van Ess Wright and wife to 
0* Paul DeJulio and wife dated 
July 19, 1971 
14-D 1973 valuation notice for taxes to 
Wayne L. Shaw and wife 18-2744 
15-D Amended Inventory and other proceed-
ing in Estate of Miranda Templeton 
Newman, deceased,Probate No* 5^017, 
1969, including petition for con-
firmation.of sale and order ,for 
confirmation of sale or land by ex 
new description ("reversal of des-
cription) . 
16-D Plat of description in notice of 
sale, showing lack of closure© 
17-P Copy of Plat from office of Salt 
LakeCounty Recorder SE'$N¥H Sec#l4# 
18-P Copy of Plat from office of Salt 
Lake County Recorder, NW34 Sec. 14 
19-P Copy of Plat from office of Salt 
Lake County Recorder, mP/NW)i of 
Sec. l4« 
20-P Photo copy of Warranty Deed from 
Bertha V. Wright to Van Ess Wright 
and wife, dated September 24, 1951 
21-P 1974 valuation notice to Robert 
B* Sheldon and Wanda T9 Sheldon, 
wife, serial 18-2747, with a des-
cription counterelockwise* 
22-P Copy of HOLLADAY-HIGHLANDS SUB-
DIVISION NO* 3 datd February 15 
i960, and approved August 319 
I960. 
23-D Abstract of title of 0e Paul DeJulio 
and wife, containing 64 pages, 
certified by S# A, Backman Abstract 
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